


3 Choice of Design 

Only a direct geometry instrument with a wide angled secondary spectrometer, 

allowing large and variable regions of Q. w space to be probed, can satisfy 

the requrements of section 2. I" a matched instrumenl the moderator 

pulse width dictate* the chopper characteristics, lea"-r,g only the geometry 

of the primary and secondary flight paths, Lo and L1, and the chopper to 

sample distance, D, as variables. (D may be chose" to be Z 1 m without much 

loss in generality). The specification of AE,/Eo = 2&X then limits the 

geometry to specific (Lo, Ll) psirs, differing in performance only in intensity 

which is proportional to l/L, (L,, + 0)'. The physical size of the secondary 

spectrometer imposes further constraints: the minimum distance for * spectrometer 

with a horizontal scattering plane is L,, = 12 m CL1 = 4 m); the minimum approach 

if the scsttering plane is vertically downwards is Lo = 9 m CL1 = 5 m). The 

intensity at the sample of these spectrometers favours the vertical geOmetrY 

by * factor 2.3. 

4 Instrumental Description 

The instrument will be locsted on * "high resolution" moderator. A monochromatic 

incident beam will be provided by * family of choppers (typically at 20 meV 

intervals), each mstched to the moderator pulse at a specific energy. Demands 

on chopper technology *r* not SeYere, the moderator pulse varying fro", 

24 11s at 20 me" to 5.3 11.9 at 140 me". The chopper will be located S m from the 

moderator and will spin at a frequency of 300 Hz (6 VsNs). I" addition * 

crude chopper before the main device will be required to reduce fast neutron 

backgrand and prevent 'order' contamination. 

The layout of the spectrometer and the propwed detector patter" is show" in 

figure 1. The 2 mm thick ~16 scintillator elements are arranged at low angles 

on Debye Scherrer cones. I" the intermediate angular range, * central strip 18 

retained offering tighter Q resolution for single crystal experiments. The 4.5 m 

secondary flight path is evacuated in two regions. The neighbourhood of the 

sample may be reduced quickly to a cryogenic vacuum and may be let up to 

atmosphere independent of the secondary spectrometer box, which is maintained *t 

a rough v*c""m to minilnise scatter. Internal collimation in the secondary 

ayec:iru~~rirr provides wcb*"ic*i srrength and iimits rbe voiume viewed by ihe 

large detector array. 
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